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0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Saved $80 by getting the
international edition!By Josh CollinsBought this for my Micro class. The
International Edition was definitely worth the investment if your instructor doesn't
care which edition you use. I paid something like $25 for the international edition,
as opposed to the $110+ price for buying the domestic(?) version from the school
bookstore. The first few experiments were numbered differently and I had to go
off of the title of the experiment rather than the number, but once I get to
experiment 6 or 9 they start to lineup. The only downside is the textbook is black
and white so it's pretty much useless when looking at pictures, especially when
conducting selective / differential media experiments when color of colony
growth / media plays an important role. No big deal though. Just read the text and
conduct your experiment and you'll know if you did it right or not.I 'love it'
because I saved myself a boat-load of money.0 of 0 people found the following
review helpful. A good beginner's manualBy Patricia HarrisThis book is very
clear and straight-forward. If you read the text ahead of time, you will clearly
understand the procedures and theoretical context for your lab class. It clearly is a
beginner's manual, though, so it does not go terribly in depth into the molecular
biochemistry of the experiments, which for many people will be a good thing, but
not for those who want to learn everything about everything.0 of 0 people found
the following review helpful. Good bookBy EaRNedI used this book from front to
back of the cover. It is well made and well organized. My only complaint would
be that it should have more pictures of the cultures. Especially of after each
reactant is added (some chapters are better than others). Also lab preparation
procedures and the procedures of the experiment could be more visual. Note: My
teacher made ALOT of adjustments to the procedures. Also without the prelab
handy it is excrusiciating to try and use the reports to study. There is not enough
content to the reports, unless you right it in (there is not much room).
Versatile, comprehensive, and clearly written, this competitively priced laboratory
manual can be used with any undergraduate microbiology textand now features a
stunning full-color design, integrated color photographs, and newly rendered color
illustrations. Microbiology: A Laboratory Manual is known for its thorough
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